
Responses to Questions about
The Management of Workers

Exceeding Dose Limits in Accident Situations

Question l: Overall SummarY
e'ff tfror" -.po.aing said yes, there are nationally-established dose criteria for emergency situations.

ln gerreral these are-expre;s€d as reference levels. While some responses did not explicitlycall their

criieria reference leveli, the criteria were presented as numbers they did not want to exceed, and as

such could functionally be considered as reference levels.

However, in two cases (France and Finland) firm upper-value limits were established.

Q7: Do you have dose criteria, beyond normal-situalion dose limils, thal workerc can be allowed lo

recebe in emergenqt sitaations?

All those responding said yes.

QI: If so, h'ho:l are the natwe (eg. Limil? Consfiaint? Refereftce Level?) and value of your

eriteria?

There are 2 categories of workers that are likely to be exposed in emergency situations:

Catesory I - special teams which are likely to run into occupational exposures during emergency,

involving ttre risk of exceeding one ofthe hormal dose limits for the exposed staff. The selected

personnel are to be classified in advance by the lisens€d phvsician based on the ase and health 
_

parameters. The special teams include technical. medical and health (sanitary) experts for radiological
emergency, and they have to attend a special trainine.

o From 5O mSv (Switzerland, Romania) up to 100 msv total effective dose (France, Italy, UII
Slovenia, Russia) for the duration of their mission - for protecting major propefy, preventing

serious hsalth deriment, preventing large collective dose, restoring safety system of a nuclear

reactor, dose rate monitoring and where lower dose limit is not practicable;

. 300 msv equivalent dose to the eyelens (Italy, UK);

o I Sv equivalent dose to the hands, forearms, feet and ankles (Italy);

. I Sv equivalent dose to the skin (1ral7, UK).

Exposure above the aforementioned limits is permitted, in exceptional circumstances, but only for tle
purpose of saving human lives. for volunteers (usually older than 30 years. Rassta) from the sp€sial

teams that are fully aware of the risks involved:

o from 200 (Rr.rsia) up to 7 50 (Netherlands) mSv effective dose (for Korea - non-applicable) -
reference level for lifesavin& protection of large populations, and, in some cases, preventing
reactor core melting, preventing large release;

o 500 mGy ( UK) - whole body dose upper value;

o from 2000 mSv per annum (Rassra) to 5000 mGy (UK) or 5000 mSv (Slovakia, Korea) -
dose to skin upper value.

Catesory 2 - other workers classified as professionally exposed to ionizing radiation that, in an

emergency situation, are subject to exposures exceeding the normal dose limits for exposed workers,
when no other techniques are available to avoid it, and after special authorization by the supervisory
authority.
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. from l0 (France)to 50 (Spaiz) mSv effective dose _ rcference level;

o 300 mSv equivalent dose to tle lens (Ital);

. 1 Sv equivalent dose to the hands, forearms, feet and an kles (Italy);

o 1 Sv equivalent dose to the skin (Iraly).

Refere^nce levels above may be exceede-d exceptionalry, in order to save human life, but in any case
the effective dose integrated oVer the lifetime must noi exceed 1 Sv (France), or the equiuuteit Jose
at any point on tlre skin shall not exc eed S Sv (Finland).

Question 2: Overall Summary
All those who responded said: either that medical examination and permission to continue work in
areas where radiation exposure could occur; or that dose restrictioni for further work were imposed.

!e o3ly specific requirement regarding the managing of exposure exceeding limits came from the
US NRC, which specifies that:

Doses received in excess of the annual limits, including doses received during
accidents, emergencies, and planned special exposures, must be subtracted from the
limits for planned special exposures that the individual may receive during the
anrent year (see g 20.1206(e)(1)) and during the individml,s lifetime (see S
20.1206(e)(2)).

It was also noted by all that specific dose limitations applied to pregnant women, and some mentioned
that once a women declared herself to be pregnant then specific limits applied-

Finally, no differences in requirements or limitations were reported for men and women of child-
bearing-age.

Q: Following an aceident situation where worken have been exposed beyond your normal-
situation occapational eqtosure dose limit, do you impose any work reslrictions forfuther work by
ov e r-exposed wo rhe rc, e. g.

. No furthet work in mdiation arerc for some defined time frame?o Further worh in radtation areas allowed but with strict dose reslriclions?
o Different reslriclions for men and child-bearing-age-women?
o Olher?

rn slovenia, ifthe annual dose limit was exceeded, worker is not allowed to work with ionizing
radiation for 12 months from the event.

In emergency situations, persons exposed with the effective dose of 100 mSv should not incur
exposure above lo msv (Italy) or 20 mSv/year (Rzers ia, Arrtenia) dose in a year firrther on, or their
employer must request medical advisory previously to authorize any other additional radiation
exposure (Brael).

Exposure above the effective dose of200 mSv a year should be considered as a potentially harmful
and the persons incurring such overexposure should be immediately removed from the exoosed area
and sent for the medical examination. Further work ofthese persons with sources may be permitted
only by the Regulatory Authoritv empowered with responsibilities for health issued with priel !e!og!]!
ofthese people (lrmeni4 Canada'1.
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lt Australia, czech Republic, Finland, Korea, Netherlotds, Romania, slovakia, the uK the usA'

tlere are 49 requirements for work restrictions on workers who have been exposed beyond normal

dose limits following accidents. However it is expected ifsuch an accident were to occur, the federal

regulatory authority would deal with each situation on a case-by-case basis. depending on the nature

ofthe exposures e-g. magnitude of exposure, exposure tlpe (external versus internal etc)' exposure

groups (child-bearing age women etc), and if deemed necassary impose restrictions to Drevent further

exDosure-

There are no different restrictions for men and child-bearing-age-women as defined for post-accident

situation (Brazil, Czech Republic, Korea, Romania). In Canada, Switzerland, the USA, however,

pregnant women have speiific dose limits (emergency dose limits do not apply. to them; in
Swltzerland - 2 mSv per yiar extemal and 1 mSv by incorporation; in the USA - the equivalent dose is

5 mSv); otherwise, women ofchild bearing age have the same dose restrictions as other workers. In

France, the UK, pregnant or breast-feeding women and persons less than eighteen years old cannot be

included in the teams of Category l: when tlre risk of exposure to ionising radiation is established,
pregnant or breast-feeding women and persons less than eighteen years old in the second gloup are

excluded from the radiological danger zone.

Question 3: Overall Summary
All those :responding reported that workers exceeding emergency dose criteria shall be medically
examined, A few specified the type of medical testing that was required, but most responses were
general and suggested that requirements would be determined on a case-by-case basis by examining
physicians.

There were no specifications as to how long such medical surveillance should be undertaken.

Q: Following an aecident sitastion where worhers have been exposed beyond your normal-

situation occupalional exposure dose limit, do you impose any special medical suneillance
requirements? If so, t'hat type of requiremenls and for what time period?

The French regulation d;oes not impose any peculiar requirement for the medical surveillance of the

workers after an accident situation. The occupational doetor takes any decision that he considered

useful for the health ofthe worker. During the period when the dose remains above the limit, the

medical surveillance relevant to category I of workers including at least one medical visit per year

remains applicable.

For most of the countries, in summary, the medical management of over-exposed workers following

an accident should be consulted with the appropriate regulatory authority as soon as possible,

including psychological counselling. According the level ofexposure, it may vary from a simple

medical follow upto a specialized treatment in a reference hospital for ionizing radiation treatment. In

the instructions for the potentially involved medical personnel the need of considering the latency

period ofpossible effects is adequately pointed out. Clinical controls, specific examinations and the

time period of further medical surveillance depend on specific situation (received dose, type of
exposure, etc.) and they fall under the competence ofthe licensed physician.

Employers must also arrange for health records to be kept in respect of employees who are subject to

medical surveillance. Such records are not essential for non-classified persons who receive emergency

exposures, but employers may find it is useful to keep a record ofthe medical surveillance that has
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been conducted using a health record.Ifso, such a hearth record wourd normaly be kept until the
person to whom it relates has or would have attained the age of75 years, but in any event for at least
50 years from the date ofthe last entry made in it.

ln Romania, the occupational health physician must performs at least the following medical
surveillance: general clinical exam; complete hematological exam; cytogenesis analysis (chromosome
aberrations); whole body counting; radiological toxicolory investigations; other specialty
examinations necessary to speci! the diagnosis.

In Finland, if there is reason to suspect that the dose exceeds 0,5 Sv, a blood sample shall be taken as
soon as possible after the exposure and follow-up sample 24 hours after the exposure. Further follow-
up is decided case-by case.
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Exceoding Dose Limits in Accid6nt Situationc
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Ql: Do you have dose criteria, beyond normal-situation dose limits, that workers can be allowed to receive in emergency situations? If so, what
are the nature (e.g. Limit? Constraint? Referenoe Level?) and value of your criteria? (See some national approaches that are documented in the

on OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION IN SEVERE ACCIDENT NLヽNAGEMENT
Australia In Australia, ARPANSA has produced recommendations for intervention in emergency situations involving radiation exposure

(RPS 7) which car be do\4nloaded from the ARPANSA website at

http ://www.arpansa. gov. aulpubs/rps/rps7.pdf

The table below indicates the rocomrnended allowable exposures for different categories of workers:

IASA'TCNAI, SFFECTTI'ADOSEGUIDAXCIfOf, E"!IERCr!\'CY
woRKStS
(IAEA !ooo)

鑑 繭

…
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Canada,
CNSC

Yes. Effective dose shall not exceed 500 mSv and the equivaient dose received by skin shall not exceed 5000 mSv in emergency
situations.
Currently, Section 15 of Canada's Radiation Proteotion Regulations (RPRs) permit the "normal situation" dose limits for
effective and equivalent doses (defined in Seotions 13 and 14 of the RPRs) to be exceeded during the control of an emergency;
however, the effective dose shall not excaed 500 mSv and the equivalent dose received by skin shall not exceed 5000 mSv.

The CNSC has proposed amendmgnts to Section 15 of the RPRs. The proposed amendments identiff dose limits for persons
during an emergency as well as reference levels for dose which would apply to rare situations in which persons may be required
to undertake specific actions during the emergengy response. It is expgcted that thcse amendments wili come into effect, in 2015.

France, ASN Workers (exposure limits or reference levels)
The Labour Code in the French regulation defines "exposgd workers" as workers, including self-employed workers, who are
subject to occupational exposwes which may exceed dose limits set for members of the public. Articles R. 4451-12 and 13 of the

Labour code set the dose limits for workers :

- the sum of the effective doses received by extemal and intemal exposue must not exceed 20 mSv over twelve
consecutive months ;

- the equivalent dose limits for different exposod body parts are the following :

o for hands, forearms, feet and ankles, the gxposurg received during twelve consecutive months must not excaed
500 mSv;

o for skin, the exposure repeivgd during twelve gonseoutive months must not exceed 500 mSv; this limit applies to
the average dose on any area of 1 cm2, whatever the exposed area;

o for the crystalline lens, the exposure regeivgd during twelve consecutive months must not exceed 150 mSv (20
mSv in the new European Directive).

In the case of pregnancy, anangements are made so that the occupational exposure of the pregnant woman is such that the
exposue of the unbom child during the time elapsing between the notification ofthe pregnancy and the time of birth is as low as
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reasonably achievable, and in any case less than 1 mSv.

Breast-feeding women must not be assigned to or kept at work stations giving a risk of internal exposure.

Persons aged from sixteen to eighteen years authorised during their training to carry out work exposing them to ionising

radiation carmot receive an effective dose greater than 6 mSv or equivalent doses greater than the following values over twelve

consegutive months:
- 150 mSv for hands, forearms, feet and ankles;
- 150 mSv of skin; this limit applies to the average dose on any area of I cm2, whatever the exposed area;

- 50 mSv for the crystalline lens.

Article R. 4451-15 of the Labour code provides that derogations may be made to the exposure limits during occupational

exposure of individuals intervpning in a radiological emergency based on the teference exposwe levels set pursuant to the

aforementioned provisions ofthe Public Health Code (see below). It may be permitted, in exceptional circumstances, to exceed

these reference levels within the context of emergency operations aimed at saving human lives, for voluntary personnel informed

of the risk involved with their intervention.
Intervention personnel (reference levels)
Article R. 1333-83 of the Public health code defines as intervention personnel the various categories of personnel likely to be

involved in the managemcnt of a radiological emergency, as well as any pgrson acting either within the context of agreements

with public authorities or within the oontext of the requisitions providod for by Article 17 of Act No. 2004-811 of 13 August

2004 onmodemisation of civil sesurity, under the authority of the director of emgrgency operations, in particular with regard to

the emergency plans provided for by this act.

In Article R. 1333-84 of the Publip health code, wilh a view to determining thp conditions for their selection, training and

medical and radiological surveillance, intervention personnel are divided into two groups:

- the first group is made up ofthe personnel in the special technical, medical or sanitary intervention teams;

- the second group is made up of individuals who do not belong to special response teams but who are involved for the

purpose of missions within their jurisdiction, such as pelicemen, fire fighters, people in charge of radioactivity
measurements, medical teams in hospitals, physicians,...

Article R. 1333-86 of the Public health code sets that the individual effective dose likely to be received by group I personnel, for
the duration of their missions, is 100 mSv. It is set at 300 mSv when the intervention is intended to protect people. The

individual effective dose likely to be received by group 2 is 10 mSv.
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It may be permitted, in exceptional circumstanses, to qx999d those rpference levels in order to save human life, for voluntary
persormel informed of the risk involved with their intervention, Under no circumstances may the total effective dose over the
lifetime of a member ofintervention personnel exoeed 1 Sv,

France,
IRSN

There are two groups of emergency workers in the French regulationl
- Group 1 consists ofthe personnel composing speoial teams of technical, health or medical intervention previously readied

in advance to cover an emgrgency situation,
- Group 2 consists ofpeople not belonging to special teams but intervening for missions according to their competence.

Group 1 of emergency workers can be allowed to repeivp doses above the 'normal-situation' dose limits. The reference level is
100 mSv during their missions. The referense level is 300 mSv if their intervention is aimed at protecting people. The reference
level for Group 2 is 10 mSv. Reference levels may be exoeeded exceptionally, for saving people, by emergency workers who are
volunteers and well informed of the risk of their intervention. In any case the effective dose integrated ovei the lifetime must not
exceed I Sv.

Korea,
KNHP

AnswerQ1-3)KHNPdonothavedosecriteria,beyondnormal.situationdoselimitsinemefgen@
Radiation Health Institute) will conduct R&D Project titled "Study on Improvement of Emergency Worker's Emergency
Medical System in NPP's emergency". The results of project will contain answers about your 3 questions and will start next
march.

* ln Notice of the Nuclear Safety and Security Commission, "standards for Radiation Protection, etc.", dose limit in emergency
situation is described as following;
The workers doing the emergency work or inevitably taking part in such works as dealing with accidents to prevent the spread of
damage may be exposed up to 0,5 Sv of effectivg dose and 5 Sv of skin equivalent dose.
This limitation shall not apply to life saving emergency works,

Korea, KINS Yes
RL: effective dose: 500 mSv, skin equivalent dose: 5
Life Saving: NA

Sv



Russia in accordance with the current Russian Sanitary Norms and rules to the work to mitigate the radiation accident and its

consequences first of all, the radiation facility workers, rescue units and members of the specialized emergency teams should be

involved.
The planned exposure of the personnel (PEP) can be authorized only in case of life saving actions towards the people and (or)
prevention of their exposure, PEP is permitted for men, usually older than 30 years with their voluntary written consent, after

informing about possible mdiation doses and health risks. Persons, who are not rslated to the personnel engaged in canying out

ofemergency ald rescue operations, should be prepared and allowed to work as a staff group A.
Attracting women to the operations in these conditions is not permitted. The assignment of an employee to the staff of group A is
performed on the conclusion of the medical commission of the absence of medical contraindications to work with sources of
ionizing radiation. This means that staffrescue teams should have early in the prescribed manner designed as a staff group A.
The Table below shows a surnmary of the restriction limiting personnel exposure to group A for PEP conditions in accordance

‐99/2009、vith oara 3 2 2.NRB‐ 99/2009 orms of Radiation
Criteria Dose limits The mechanism of restrictions

Effective dose up to 100 mSv per
annum

Permitted by sanitary supervision
organizations at the level ofthe Russian
Federation entities (regional level).Equivalent dose per annum

lens
skin
hand and foot

300 mSv
1000 1nSv

1000 1nSv

Effective dose Up to 200 mSv per
annum

Permitted only by the federal bodies of
sanitary supervision (federal level).

Equivalent dose per annum

lens
skin
haad and foot

600 mSv
2000 mSv
2000=nSv
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UK Yes.Ho、vever such emergency doses may only bc incurrcd undcr Oarefully speciflcd and regulated cOnditiOns. For example,the

employer must first develop an emergency plan, identifr those employees who may be subject to emergency exposures, piovide
them with appropriate training in the field ofradiation proteotion, provide equipment necessary to restrict their exposure and
make arrangements for medical surveillance and dose assessment in the event that an emergency exposue is incurred. The duty
holder must also notifu the regulator, in advance, ofthe emergency dose levels which he has determined to be appropriate and
provide justification for this. The following represent upper values which may be accepted for this purpose by thi regulator:

Effective dose: 100 1nSv

Equivalent dose to skin: 1000 mSv

Equivalent dose to the eye lens 300 mSv

Specific arrangements may be made for lifesaving over and above these upper limits. For life saving, planning should normally
ensure that the following levels are not exceeded:

Whole body dose: 500 mGy

Dose to skin: 5000 mGy

These figures are expressed in mGy, rather than mSv, bepausE this is the appropriate dose quantity in relation to dose effects.

It is stressed that these are upper values and lower values should bo proposed if this is reasonable.
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USA,DoE Titlei0'CodeofFederalRegulations,Part835(10CFR835)'"o
radiation protection requirements for Department ofEnergy (DOE) activities and includes requirements for controlling
individual exposures to ionizing radiation.

The basic DOE standards for oocupational radiation protection include radiation dose limits (total effective dose) that establish
maximum permissible doses to workers. In addition to the requirement that radiation doses not exceed these'limits, contractors
and subcontractors are required to maintain exposures at ALARA levels.

For the purpose of monitoring jndividual exposures to intemal radiation, intemal dose evaluation programs (including routine
bioassay) are conducted for radiologioal workers who, under tlpical conditions, are likely to receive iOo -t"- (0.001 Sv) or
more committed effective dose, and/or 5rem (0.05 Sv) or more comrnitted equivalent dose to any organ or tissue, from all
occupational radionuclide intakes in a year.

The guidelines for control of emergency exposues are:
1) Up to 100 mSv (10 rem) for protecting major property and where lower dose limit is not practicable.
2) Up ro 250 mSv (25 rem) for lifesaving or protection of large populations where lower dose limit is not practicable.
3) Above ?-50 mSv (25 rem) for lifesaving or protection of large populations. Only on a voluntary basis to personnel fully

aware of the risks involved.
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Ycs.NRC regulation in Part 20 standards for protcotiOn agalnst ionizing radiation resulting from activities conducted under

licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission. The purpose of the regulations in that part to control the receipt,

possession, use, transfer, and disposal oflioensed material by any licensee in such a manner that the total dose to an individual
(including doses resulting from licensed and unlicensed radioaotive material and from radiation sources other than background

radiation) does not exceed the standards for protection against radiation prescribed in the regulations in this part.

That said, 10 CFR 20.1001 specifies: However, nothing in this part shall be construed as limiting actions that may be necessary

to protect health and safety.
NRC regulations at 10 CFR 50.47(b) requires:

(11) Means for controlling radiological exposurgs, in an emergency, are established for emergency workers. The means

for controlling radiological exposures shall include gxposure guidelines consistent with EPA Emergency Worker and

Lifesaving Activity Protective Action Guides.

(12) Anangements are made for medical services for qontaminated injured individuals.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) "Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear

" orovides suidance for contro doses to workers under conditions.

USA, NRC

Table 2-2 Guidance on Dose Limits for Workers Performlng Emergency Services

Condition

lower dose not practicableprotecting valuable property

lower dose not practicablelifesaving or protection of
large populations



only on a voluntary basis to Persons

fully aware of the risks involved
(See

Tables 2-3 and2-4\

lifesaving or protection of
Iarge populations

ISum of external effective dose equivalent and committed effective dose equivalent to

non-pregnant adults from exposure and intake during an emergency situation. workers

performing services during emergeucies should limit dose to the lens ofthe eye to three

times the listed value and doses to any other orgah (including skin and' body

extremities) to ten times the listed value. These limits apply to all doses from an

incident, except those received in unrestricted areas as members ofthe public during

the intermediate phase of the incident (see Chapters 3 and 4).
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l bc7yOnd~your nollllal‐ situation occtlpational cxposure dose limit,dO yOuQ2:Following an accidelat situation whcre workers have bccn cxposed
impose my work rcstrictions for irther work by over‐ cxposed wOrkcrs,e,g.

o No further work in radiation areas for some defined time frame?
o Further work in radiation areas allowed but with strict dose restrictions?
o Different restrictions for men and child-bearing-age-women?
o Other?

Australia APANSA tt no Кqurmc,sおrmよκs磁

“
ons on woよ∝s価 hⅣ

iξ罵∬憩棚辮識 llII精∬l;螺:
accidents.However it is expected ifsuch an accidont、 ″crc to occur,ARPANSA、 vould deal、 vith each i
■^´ :^ ガ^_^_■ 1_～ ^_`■ ^_^`___^^r41_________―  ――     .  '  ハbasis, depending on the nature of the exposures eg magnitude of exposure, exposure type (extemal 

""t;r; i;t;;;i ;t.), il"il;groups (child-bearing age women etc), and if deemed negessary impose restrictioni to prevent further exposwe. 
'Not" 

thutARPANSA is the regulatory authority only for Federal Govemment radiation workers and State and r.iriio.y' ,rgufutory
authorities may impose their own restrictions,

Can“ a,

CNSC
Nofurtherworkinradiationareasforsomedefinedtimefram"?
dose restrictions?
Workers would only be removed from work if dosp limits were exceeded. If this occuned, the CNSC would decide
whether to authorize the worker to return to work and may specify conditions and prorated dose limits ;h ai;
authorization.
Different restrictions for men and child-bearing.age.womon?
Pr€gnant women have speciflo dose limits, Otherwisg, women of child bearing age have the same dose restrictions as
other workers.
Emergency dose iimits in Section 15 of the RPRs do not apply to pregnant Nuclear Energy Workers.
Other?

France, ASN
h iecぉe油∝e one of■ e exp¨wc imitsわr酬

嵩凛舗:「1晶:職
'な織廿1翠認響譜翼:紫占枇』鍵and v7orking conditions comlnittee or,1五 ling lls,1

the presulned causes,the circumstances and the mcasures plamed tO avoid a recurrence.

The occupational health physician,takes any measllr"l thal he or she considers ur.iri. eny subsequent exposue of the workerconcemed requires ttre opinion ofthe occupational health physician.
During the period when the received dose remains above the limit values, the worker benefits from the measures applicable to
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wOrkers in catego,A During this period,the workcr c9ncepCd Cannot be assignca to work exposing him or her to ionlsing
radiation,except in the case ofa radiological emergency situation.

Intervention personnel
erticte ittlg-87 of'tne Public hoalth code defines that after any intewention involving an established radiological risk,

individual dosimetric assessment and meilipal monitoring of the intervening personnel is carried out (fol both groups of
intervention personnel). The results are communicated to each persol and recorded in their medical file.
Firri",]r l*fiou*r #r tat.n into account when deciding on'the fitness of a person to cany out the tasks within his or her

competencein application of the regulations specific to each category of intervening personnel.
pres'nant or breaii-feedins women ind personi less than eighteen yeirs old cannot be included in the teams ofthe first group.

wtt-"r itr"-ilrt .ji 
"*poiur.g 

to ionising radiation is establisfr'ed, prdgnant or breast-feeding women and persons less than eighteen

years old in the secohd group are excluded from the radiological danger zone,

Francc IRSN Joftheemergencyworkermustbereviewed.Themedicalfitness
of the worker must take his previous exposures into account'

Following an accident situation where workers have been exposed beyond the normal-situation occupational exposure dose limit,

the workJr is in principle not allowed to have further work in radiation areas for one yeax. Any further radiation exposure of the

worker need the idui"i ofhis oooupational doetor. Strictly speaking, the Frenah regulation does not impose any other restriction'

However, it is often considerpd that the limit of 100 mSv ovor 5 years whioh was fixed by the Directive 96/29IEURATOM

should also app1y.

Korca,

KNHP
icalScience)takescareofover-exposedworkers.KIRAMSdoes

not have any documented procedures about medical cares. KIRAMS treats over.gxposed workers according to clinical situations.

KINS,Korёa No fhrttrer work in radiation area or reduction of the working hours

specified timeframe
No difference between men and child-bearing-age-women

or change of work duties with no and/or less exposure; no

Russia
- For workers who irave previously been overexposed during the year as a result ofan accident or PEP with an effective dose of
200 mSv or an equivalent dose exceeding ofthe relevant dose limits;
- For those who have medical contraindications to work with sources of ionizing radiation.
Under the dose the PES for a year should be understood dose over a period of time equal to one year, counted from the ｏｆ

一
激
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Persons, overexposed at a dose exceeding 100 mSv per annum, with further work should not be overexposed at a dose of more
than 20 mSv per annum' Practically, this means prohibition of admission of work in PEP conditions, p.iron. ou.r"*posed with

m safcty of pppulatiOrl`liows attraciinご 根i::点
・
おcffcctive dose Of morc than 100 mSv per annurn.Fcderal Law‖ On radiatio

the work tO mitigttc the Fadiation accidcnt and its conscqucnccs l times in a lifetime.

Iftheannualeffectivedoselimitswe1e9xc9ed9d,dosimetripresultsof
exposure of the workers need the advice oftheir occupationai doctor.
Iftheannualdoselimitwasexceeded,workerisnotallow9dto

Incaseofviolationofadoselimit,theworkerisbaruredfromany*o'k
context, there is no difference between male and femalps,
Women have a lower "every day dose limit" during pro gnancy (2 mSv per year extemal and 1 mSv by incorporation).

EmployeeswhoreceiveemergencyeXposuresofanymagnitud9aIeno
exposure following an emergency exposure situation,, However ernployers must apply pro-rata dose limits to 

"111pioy.",following overexposures subject to the outcome of medical surveillance (see below). 
']rio 

female employee *rroi-iJ i."go*, o,
breast-feeding is permitted to be subject to an emergengy exposwe,

IRR99, Regulation 24, Medical swvoillance, rogulation 24(6). This. Advice is provided as guidance, LI21, paragraphs
462-46s.

USA,DoE No fixther work in radiation areas for some defined time frame?
Workers may be permitted to retum to work in radiological areas during the orurent yeax, provided that all of the following
conditions axe met:
i ' Approval is obtained from the gontrBotor management and the Head of the responsible DoE field organization.2' The individual receives counseling from radiologioal protoction and medical pirsonnel regarding thJcorr..qu.n"r, of

receiving additional occupational exposure during the year.
3. The doses exceeding the individual's oooupational dose limit.
4. The affected employee agroes to retum to radiologioal work.

Further work in radiation areas allowed but with strict dose restrictions?
Yes.
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. Different restrictions for men and child-bearing-age-women?
Yes. The total effective dose limit for members of the public, from all routine DOE activities, is 100mrem in a year. The

ALARA process shall be used to reduce dbses to the public as far below this limit as is reasonably achievable.

For embryo/fetus of declared pregnant worker, the equivalent dose is 5 mSv (0'05 rem)'

The dose limit for occupational qxposure to radiation is 50 mSv/year (5 rem/year), while the exposwe iimit to minors and

the seneral public is set at I msv/yeax (100 mrem/year), as specified in 10 C.F.R. 835.

USA,NRC The licrnse" ;ould have to restrict the worker from additional radiation exposure during the monitoring calendar year. The

gender dose limit differences between men and women only occur if the female declares her pregnancy to the licensee (5 rem (50

mSv) per yr and 500 (5 mSv) mrcm per gestation period).

Specifically in NRC regulations:

$ 20.1201 Occupational dose limits for adults. (b) Doses received in excess ofthe arurual limits, including doses received during

accidents, emergencies, and planned special exposures, must be subhacted from the limits for piarured special exposures that the

individual may receive during the eurrent yoar (see g 20.1206(eX1)) and during the individual's lifetime (see $ 20.1206(eX2))'
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Q3:Followinganaccidentsituationwhereworkershavebeenexposedbeyondyournormal-situationocc;@
impose any special medical surveillance requirements? Ifso, what type of requirements and for what time period?

Australia ARPANSA has provided guidance on health surveillance following accidents in its recommenditions
ionising radiation (RPS 1) which can be downloaded from the ARPANSA website at:

http://www.arpansa. gov. ar-rlpubsftps/rps l.pdf

for limiting exposure to

In summary, the medical managemenl of over-exposed workers following an aocident should be consulted with the appropriate
regulatory authority as soon as possible, including psychological counselling,

Canada,

CNSC
In the case that a dose limit has been exceedod (either the 'inorma! situation" occupational 

"*pos*--*e li-its, *lmerger*y
dose limits), the CNSC may specify conditions with an authorization to retum to work. Part of these conditions may in-clude
medical surveillance; however, there are no Canadian regulatory requirements related to this.

France,ASN
一

― ―

―

Intervention personnel

静縦Ir煤脚搬懺欄韓枠珊
Francc,

IRSN
TheFrenchregulationdoesnotimposeanypeculiarrequirementforthemedical
situation. The occupational doctor takes any decision that he considered useful for the health of the worker. During the period
when the dose remains above the limit, the medical surveillance relevant to category A of workers including at least ine medical
visit per year remains applicable,
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Korea, KINS Yes, medical surveillance shall be done immediately

Russia 200mSvforayearisregardedaspotentiallydangerous.Personswhohave
such expoiure should be immediately taken out of the inadiation zone and sent for medical examination. Subsequent work with

radiation sources for such persons might be allowed only in an individual order, taking into account the permission by the

competent medical commission.
It should be emphasized that the existing regulatory framework needs to be harmonized with intemational approaches. In

particular, it seems necessary to revise the Dose limits for the the lens ofthe eye toward reducing them.

Add-ons. During the mitigaiion of radiation accident consequences in 1986 at the 4 Unit of Chemobyl NPP the permitted dose

levels were clearly defined temporaty and decreases as the improvement of radiation situation.

Immediately aftei the accident, the Govemment Commission had decided to establish the limit of the whole individual extemal

dose for the workers 25 rcm (250 mSv) for the duration of the work. This level has been approved by the Ministry of Health of
the USSR and in force until the end of 1986.

UK eeson1yengageinworkwithionisingradiationasspecifiedintheirhealth
records as certified by appointed doctors or employment medical advisers. All employees who receive emergency exposures

receive medical surveillance. Employers are required to make arrangements (in advance) for medical surveillance by an

appointed doctor or employment medical adviser to be carried out without delay in the event ofa radiation emergency in respect

oi thor" employees who receive emgrgency exposures. Medical surveillanse should be carried out by appointed doctors or

employmeni midical advisers and should take account ofthe nature of the emergency exposrrre and that individual's state of
health. Any individual who has received an effective dose ofionising radiation in excess of 100 millisieverts in a year, or an

equivalent dose of at least twice any relevant dose limit should undergo a speoial medical examination. This should also be done

if considered to be necessary by the appointed doctor (or employment medical adviser). The special medical examination may

involve counselling the individual and detailing possible resfiictions on further exposure'

Employers must also arrange for health records to be kept in respect of employees who are subject to medical surveillance. Such

records are not essential for non-classified persons who receive emergency exposues, but employers may find it is useful to

keep a record ofthe medical surveillance that has been conducted using a health record. Ifso, such a health record would

normally be kept until the person to whom it relates has or would have attained the age of75 years, but in any event for at least

50 years from the date of the last entry made in it.



Yes'Themonitoringistailoredtospecificeventsandidentityofradionuclidestodem@
10 CFR 835 requires monitoring ofemployees likely to receive intakes of radionuclides that would iesult in committed effective
doses at or above 100 mrem in a year. DOE considsrs bioassay to be a more reliable method to assess intemal dose.

,d by thc liccnset,~wOrkcr,and/Or thcir mcdical practitiOner.Additional medical surveillance would havc to bc dctcrlninc
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